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TACK
REQUIRED
SHOWMANSHIP

STOCK SEAT

HUNT SEAT

Halter with throatlatch and lead

OPTIONAL
Shank chain on halter, If
english attire english bridle

NOT ALLOWED
Whip, or any leg
boots.

Any western saddle with a horn,
saddle pad and or blanket. If the
cinch pin is not being used it must
be removed. Western bridle, curb
strap, most western bits are
accepted, shank no longer than
8.5”. Snaffles with curb strap are
allowed but not eligible for state.
(must perform better to place
Back cinch with connecting
better) Reins: only split or romal strap. Throatlatch on bridle.
reins.
Breastcollar.

Australian saddle,
tapaderos. Sidepulls
and other bitless
bridles. Cavessons or
nosebands,
mechanical
hackamores, double
wire snaffles, slip or
gag bits. Tie down,
martingale, draw
reins, tack collar,
splint boots, bell boots
or any leg bandage.

Any type hunt seat saddle or
dressage saddle, english bridle
with cavesson, english type bit.
Stirrup safety bar in open
position.

Martingale, leg boots,
side pull or bit
converter, double
twisted or gag bits.

Breastcollar, crop (not to
exceed 36”)

Cut back saddle, full double
bridle(curb and bradoon), pelham Breastcollar, pad, whip no
or breed appropriate bit.
longer than 48”

Any other saddle
besides cutback,
martingale or tie
down.

Any type hunt seat saddle or
dressage saddle, english bridle
made entirely of leather (except
buckles) with cavesson, plain
smooth snaffle bit. Stirrup safety
bar in open position.
Whip no longer than 48”

Flexible rubber bit,
martingale, bit guard,
accessories, any
boots or bandages,
blinkers ear muffs or
plugs, nose covers,
seat covers or hoods.

Appropriate 2 or 4 wheeled
vehicle, footrest or basket, single
tree or trace hooks. Harness,
crupper, thimbles or breeching,
wrap straps or overgirth, blinkers,
cavesson, snaffle or driving bit.

Overcheck or side check,
running martingale, kicking
strap, support boots, quarter
boots, splint boots.

Racing sulkies or
roadster bikes.
Twisted wire or gag
bits, longe whip.

Any type hunt seat saddle or
dressage saddle, english bridle
with cavesson, english type bit.
Stirrup safety bar in open
position.

Martingale (running only with
snaffle bit), dropped, flash or
figure-8 noseband.

Sidepull, bit
converters, double
twisted or gag bit.

Western saddle with horn,
WESTERN GAMES throatlatch on bridle, curb strap
on all bits, single piece gaming
reins (no buckle)

Running martinglae with rein
stops, breastcollar, tie down
attached to breastcollar,
noseband, draw reins, splint
boots,

Mecate reins, tied split
reins, buckled reins.

SADDLE SEAT

DRESSAGE

DRIVING

OVER FENCES
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Remember! These are quick guidelines. For more detail and rules please see the PNW Contest Guide on
the publications tab of our website.
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